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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This paper sets out to survey a substantial amount of research on the importance 
of business planning for small business success. Two areas of interest are examined. The 
first looks at how and why different types of planning contribute to the success of a small 
business. The second examines variables found outside of planning such as decision 
making propensities and characteristics of an entrepreneur. The principles in the planning 
section will be applied to a specific business idea. Northern Catski Adventures (NCA) is 
a developing small business idea. Various researchers would contest that planning for a 
small firm is a poor use of company resources however the majority of research suggests 
otherwise. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This paper intends to achieve two things. The first goal is to survey the substantial 
amount of research that is available supporting the argument for the importance of 
business planning for small firm performance and success. Many researchers have 
debated whether or not it is in the best interest of a new entrant or entrepreneur to allocate 
time and financial resources into creating a business plan. The importance of the 
business planning section in this paper will examine the benefits associated with 
planning. Included in this section is a discussion about the various types of business 
planning. A business plan can be formal or informal and can be done once or 
incrementally on an ongoing basis. The importance of the planning section discusses the 
various contingent variables that researchers have found to have an impact on new firm 
performance and success. Finally, the characteristics of an entrepreneur will also be 
discussed. 
The second objective of this paper is to introduce the reader to a small business 
idea applying the concepts explored in the preceding theoretical section. The business 
idea covers material that is typically found in any formal business plan such as an 
organizational plan, an industry analysis, a market analysis and an examination of 
competitors. Literature is incorporated in the business development section to support the 
rationale to continue creating the business plan for the proposed small company. The 
findings of the surveyed research support the goal of developing the business idea. 
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2.0 METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of the research surveyed was to examine two areas of interest and 
demonstrate how they complement one another with the findings. The initial survey of 
research was carried out to locate and review literature supporting the importance of 
business planning for small firm success. Many researchers agree that planning will 
increase the likelihood of small firm performance. Multiple methodologies and 
frameworks have been presented in literature, which support the importance of planning, 
types of planning, and various contingent variables that have been found to increase the 
effectiveness of business planning. Various characteristics that affect entrepreneurial 
decision making were also examined. 
The second part of this paper introduces the reader to a business plan that will 
encompass the application of the principles discussed in the previous section. The future 
success of the proposed cat skiing company has already increased as a result of the 
process of learning, applying and planning. The second half of the research was used to 
carry out the strategic framework analysis such as a PESTEL (See Appendix A) and 
Porter's 5 Forces analysis (See Appendix B). The PESTEL analysis is a tool for guiding 
the strategy formation ofthe business idea. The 5-Forces analysis also acts as a tool for 
contrasting the competitive market that the small business will enter into. Information 
was gathered from the Canadian Ski Council Association to complement the analysis and 
clearly identify the length of the average ski season, rates of participation (have they 
increased or decreased) and demographic information of ski enthusiasts. Additional 
information was gathered on the effects of climate change in Canada (Appendix A) as a 
shortened winter would be detrimental to a snow dependent business. The combination of 
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research supports the business plan section of this paper. Various academics have argued 
that small business owners should not allocate resources into the development of a 
business plan. This paper lends support to the argument that indeed business planning is 
crucial for small firm success. 
3.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Balcaen and Ooghe (2006) set out to narrow the search for the best prediction 
method for business failure. This area of research is important for entrepreneurs and 
investors pursuing a small business venture. A more accurate prediction model would 
allow for more effective decision making when it came time to commit to a new venture 
idea. The study set out to add clarity when trying to explain why the four classical 
statistical methods typically used in failure prediction, are not well enough equipped to 
predict accurately the outcome of a business. The methods of interest were univariate 
analysis, risk index models, multivariate discriminate analysis and conditional probability 
models. The authors illustrate three problematic areas: the classical paradigm, the neglect 
of the time dimension of failure and the prediction modeling. Classical statistical methods 
were found to report misleading predictive results. Specifically, the methods arbitrarily 
define "business failure", something various authors largely contest. In addition, it was 
found that the application of failure prediction models were inconsistent with one 
another, as there was no consensus of what variables were important. This led to counter-
intuitive signs for some of the coefficients and inconsistent data. Although business 
models are ill equipped to predict why small businesses fail and thus cannot predict 
business success, ample research confirms that business planning can lead a small firm to 
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high performance and success. The following discussion examines why planning is 
important for firm success. Specifically, the indirect impacts of planning, planning types, 
various contingent variables and the characteristics of a typical new entrant are 
considered. 
3.1 The Important of Planning 
For the purpose of this paper, business plan has been defined as, "those efforts by 
firm founders to gather information about a business opportunity and to specify how that 
information will be used to create a new organization to exploit the opportunity" (Delmar 
and Shane, 2003). Simoneaux and Stroud (2011) offer specific examples of what a 
business plan can do for a company. The authors state that any successful business plan is 
always changing and evolving. Specifically, "many ofus use Smartphone's or 
navigations systems Global Positioning System (GPS) to get us from point A to point B. 
We can input our preferences into the system and the point B. We can input our 
preferences into the system and the system will best select our route. When we use GPS, 
we have the added confidence that we will not lose our way and that we will get to our 
destination as planned with few or no surprises. A well-documented business plan helps 
map out the journey to take your company from where it is today to where you want it to 
go- identifying milestones, obstacles, and desired routes along the way" (p.857). 
Achievements attained as a result of business planning are strengthened 
competitive edge in the marketplace, employees being actively involved in maintaining 
. the culture, strengthened brand, creation of an employee award system, a refined budget, 
and increased mid-management responsibilities. All things work together to undertake 
the business goals. All aspects of the business plan are continually ongoing. The business 
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plan serves as a guide to create the culture intended and to organize the objectives and 
goals of the firm. 
Jones (1982) explains that previous scholars have suggested small firm planning 
should be "flexible, informal and short-term oriented" (p.15). This article examined how 
useful planning is for small firms . Planning firms were found to have engaged in 
environmental scanning for opportunities, doing research to understand future changes, 
and having the organization as a whole involved in the planning process. The non-
planning firms were reactive in making changes and used intuition and prior knowledge 
to guide decision making amongst only a selected group of individuals. Planning firms 
were found to be more successful. Jones contends that planning firms should be viewed 
as models for the non-planning firms if they seek to improve their performance. 
Brews, P.J. & Hunt, M.R. (1999) examine two planning practices: formal 
planning and incremental planning, and how they affect firm performance. Formal 
planning is documented and is strategic. Informal planning is not documented and not 
strategic. Two years of implementing planning is not enough time to yield any noticeable 
benefits. The study found that the effects of formal planning take years to notice. Long 
term planning is shown to outperform short term planning. The first years of the planning 
process were a learning curve whereabouts the entrants were learning how to plan. 
Formal planning was seen as a good part of strategic planning. The study found that 
' external firm performance' and 'internal planning performance' is associated with 
formal, specific planning. Incremental planning occurred throughout the learning process. 
Incremental planning complements formal planning in that the initial plan is being carried 
out leading to the 'realization' of the formal plan. This study concludes that there is a 
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strong planning/learning relationship between formal planning processes and firm 
performance. Plans must be specific and flexible. If too rigid, they may hinder the overall 
planning process. 
Delmar and Shane (2003) argue that business planning facilitates goal attainment. 
Planning gives founders the tools they will need to make decisions quickly with reduced 
error. It reduces disbandment while facilitating product development and venture 
organizing. The article contends that business planning is most effective during the start-
up phase. Three areas of new venture planning affected by business planning are product 
development (creation of the new service), venture organizing activities (activities that 
will be used to establish the organization) and disbandment (ending the efforts of 
development). The article applies the principles of organization theory that argue, 
"Planning before taking action improves the quality of most human action" (p. 167). 
Business planning should be seen as a necessary precursor and is the framework for new 
ventures. It teaches fast decision making and minimizes bottlenecks by being able to 
predict supply and demand of resources. In addition planning allows for setting goals and 
objectives that can be measured and quantified. 
Business planning is seen as more beneficial in the start-up phase of a new 
business for two reasons. First, when the new venture is set up by self-set goals and a 
person perceives their ability to influence the outcome, they will be more motivated to do 
so. Second, the time span between business planning and feedback is shorter at the start-
up phase than several years later. This is not to say business planning is not useful in the 
long run, rather it has more value at the earlier stages of business development. 
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Smith ( 1998) conducted an empirical analysis to evaluate the strategic processes 
new small firms were utilizing to become successful and those that were the most 
successful. The formal strategies examined were cost leadership, differentiation and 
focus . Formal planning was viewed to be effective as it "favors the adaptive visionary 
approach, whereby the organization is run according to a mission, decisions are reached 
through learning and experience and they are based on the intuition and creativity of key 
personnel" (p. 857). 
The study found that simply preparing a business plan is not sufficient to predict 
success. Smith (1998) suggests that ongoing maintenance to the business plan is essential. 
This qualitative analysis collected questionnaires from a sample of 150 firm 
representatives from a sub-sample of 17 case study firms that were interviewed. Of this 
sample, 89% had a business plan. Of those, 78% were formal (written) and 21% were 'in 
the head'. The ongoing maintenance of the business plan was done by 80% of the high 
performing formal business plan holders. This supports the notion that there is a reliance 
on the ongoing formal maintenance of a business plan. Other findings associated with the 
high performers were that the planners that focused on one plan, as opposed to spending 
time on alternative plans. A 'total management system' was viewed as very beneficial to 
the firms as it increased efficiency and cost savings. Furthermore, customer feedback 
was believed to be extremely valuable in helping the firms succeed. The study found 
1 00% of high performers used valuable customer feedback to implement changes. 
Smith's (1998) study offers suggestions for improving the financial management 
of a new firm. Specifically, reinvesting profits, seeking equity over debt financing, cost 
control and managing cash flows daily, weekly and monthly can improve financial 
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management. The factors in this study have been applied to the financial analysis of 
NCA. In addition, high performance small firms completed financial reports daily, 
weekly and monthly to ensure cash flow was being managed properly. Various systems 
were recommended to improve firm success. For example, established financial measures 
must be used to track success. Targets must be set and evaluated on a regular basis. 
Owners must be willing to adapt and change, as it is needed. In addition, superior 
customer service of the highest quality must be offered at all times to give your company 
an edge on the competition. Clearly, Smith's (1998)article offers evidence that not only 
must small firms engage in strategic planning, but such planning can lead to much higher 
performance. If such planning is used in an effective manner, managers (or 
entrepreneurs) will be better equipped to run their company in a proactive style. 
Brinckmann, J., Grichnik, D. & Kapsa, D. (2010) examine the contextual factors 
that affect the business planning-performance relationship. This study aims to reveal in 
what contexts business planning is increased. Factors that inhibit the strength of the 
relationship are uncertainty, limited prior information, and the absence of business 
planning structures and procedures. This study recommends a 'different and dynamic 
approach of planning, learning and doing' (p. 25). This approach stresses parallel 
activities of planning and doing by increasing the allocation of resources to the planning 
domain. They suggest that formal and more sophisticated planning as opposed to 
informal, iterative, incremental, unstructured and irregular planning with no written 
outcome must be achieved, as it will affect the development of small firms. Formal 
business plan development is seen to be of such importance that of the top 1 00 business 
schools in the USA, 78 offer courses in business plan preparation. The schools advocate 
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that "planning fosters the development of firms because resources are used more 
effectively, the decision speed is increased, and the flexible actuation is supported" 
(p.25). The article acknowledges that allocating the time required to complete a business 
plan could result in lowered returns. In addition, planning can lead to "cognitive 
rigidness, organizational inertia and limited strategic flexibility" (p.25). 
Brinckmann et al (2010) used an evidence-based approach in order to complete a 
systematic analysis and appraisal of available research in this area. Three factors are 
looked at; development of the firm, culture of the environment and the form of the 
business plan (written versus verbal), to determine how they act as constraints. 
Understanding the importance of what and how much information is required for a high 
performing small business is useful for small business startup planning. Understanding 
the form of business planning that is most effective is important to companies using the 
information for resource allocation and utilization. Brinckmann et al' s study found 
significant relationship between planning and performance. The process of planning was 
found to be very valuable to the small business owners. Specifically, the written planning 
and the process of doing the planning enhanced firm performance. 
Castrogiovanni, G.J. (1996) outlines various studies that found pre-startup 
planning increases the success of small businesses. He believes it is context-dependent 
('entrepreneurial context"). Such contextual factors are industry structure, uncertainty 
and organizational life cycle. Castro giovanni's (1996 article rates success of 'pre-startup 
planning' based on whether it facilitated business survival. Pre-startup planning is 
defined as "the process by which an entrepreneur, in exploiting an opportunity, creates a 
vision of the future and develops the necessary objectives, resources, and procedures to 
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achieve this vision" (p. 803). Planning in this study ranged from no planning to detailed 
planning. The study found mixed results of the effects of pre-planning. Castrogiovanni 
asks ifthere is not strong evidence for the benefits of pre-planning, why pursue it? He 
contends that primarily it is done to seduce financers through the symbolism benefit. 
Specifically, financers will require the details of a proposed business before they are 
likely to invest in it. Business planning, however, is not be forgotten entirely. He 
emphasizes the benefits that are associated with learning in the pre-planning process. 
Planning impacts learning as it teaches the entrepreneur to better deal with uncertainties, 
and how to be proactive. 
3.2 The Planning and Learning Relationship 
Bates (2005) summarizes the implications of the learning models as it applies to 
small businesses. Planning the start of a business allows the entrepreneur to engage in the 
"learning process" which has been linked to earning high profits if there are early returns. 
The findings suggest that the more positive the new entrants expectations of the ventures 
success, the higher the investment into the venture they are likely to make. The less 
positive about the success, the less is invested, and thus, they will have less sunk costs. 
Further, the more start-up capital the higher the sunk costs, but the more likely the 
company will succeed. One of the reasons for small business failure was unpaid bills. 
Therefore, more initial capital allows the entrant more time to generate capital according 
to the active learning theory. Bates (2005) links the buffer approach to the active learning 
theory and lends support to the argument that a poorly capitalized firm is more likely to 
shut down. Specifically, "for the young firm, initial capital endowments serve as a buffer, 
heightening its ability to withstand periods of poor business performance" (p.350). 
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Therefore, financial capital at startup is a variable coefficient and associated with higher 
initial capital, increased the likelihood of successful closure and vice versa. 
Cope (20 1 0) applies the Entrepreneurial Learning Theory which argues that 
discontinuous learning activities stimulate higher-level learning. Non-routine events and 
failure can create knowledge and "contribute substantially to the entrepreneur's 
subjective stock of knowledge" (p. 2). Cope (2010) finds that recovering from failure is a 
social process whereby one gradually re-emerges to achieve social affirmation that 
supports future learning. The author states, "Failure can stimulate profound changes in 
both self awareness and the underlying assumptions and social practices that guide 
entrepreneurial action" (p.2). The article discusses various psychological studies that 
examine failure's damaging effects, both psychological and physical, and how such 
failure is a pre requisite for learning. This article takes business failure (not to be 
confused with closing of a business) and illustrates how powerful lessons can be learned 
to give an entrepreneur new broader and more mature knowledge with which to begin a 
new venture 
Castro giovanni (1996) offers a model (Figure 1) that illustrates the learning 
process that occurs through the pre-startup planning stage and how it enhances the 
efficiency of a new business once operations begin. An example of being proactive, as 
oppose to reactive, would be to study a competitor and then apply what you have learned 
through their successes and failures. This will allow the entrepreneur to develop efficient 
practices that can be incorporated into the pre-startup plan. The direct benefit of such 
practices will reduce cost expenditures by improving efficiency. 
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Figure 1. Benefits of Pre-Startup Planning 
Referenced from Journal of Management, Vol. 22, No. 6, 1996 
Figure 1 -INDIRECT IMP ACTS THROUGH LEARNING 
The previous figure is complemented by Figure 2 (see below) as it takes into 
account contextual factors such as environmental conditions and industry maturity. 
Environmental uncertainty refers to the extent to which the environment can support new 
business and enable growth and prosperity. If the environment is conducive to business 
survival, less planning is needed to succeed. 
Industry maturity refers to the idea that although small businesses can be found in 
all industries, they are more common in fragmented and emerging ones. The lower the 
uncertainty, or the more mature the industry, the more planning is required. Proactive 
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learning will allow the new entrant to reduce the competitive disadvantage that they will 
face entering a mature industry. 
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Figure 2. Planning Context, Pre-Startup Planning, and Smail Business Survival 
Referenced from Journal of Management, Vol. 22, No. 6, 1996 
Business 
Survival 
FIGURE 2- PLANNING CONTEXT, PRE-STARTUP PLANNING AND SMALL 
BUSINESS SURVIVAL 
3.3 Approaches to Planning 
Mathews and Scott (1995) examine the relationship between strategic and 
operational planning and perceived environmental risk using a sample of small 
entrepreneurial firms. The analysis of data (questionnaires) from 130 small firms found 
that when faced with an unpredictable environment, entrepreneurial and small firms tend 
to use less sophisticated strategic planning (inverse relationship) as a result of a lack of 
information. Overall entrepreneurs use more sophisticated strategic planning than small 
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firms. Entrepreneurs believe that taking time to strategically plan in a dynamic 
environment may lead to lost opportunities. Working in a state of uncertainty is 
considered normal to an entrepreneur. The authors contend that this can be seen as an 
adaptive response. This article lends additional support to the argument that 
environmental factors do play a role in entrepreneurial and small business behavior. 
When the environment is dynamic uncertainty is to be expected and overcome by more 
planning. Initial planning and experience allowed for adaptive responses. 
Gruber (2007) suggests that an "Adaptive Tool-Kit" approach be used in business 
planning. Business planning ought to be designed based on the founding environment. 
This author's theoretical perspective is an adaptive business planning approach, 
challenging previous researchers that perceive planning as a "one-size-fits-all" approach. 
Unlike previous research in this area that typically takes a process perspective, he 
examines the ' type ' of planning activities the samples have undergone rather than simply 
asking if planning had been done. He contends that a "trade off regime" be used for 
dynamic environments and a "munificent regime" for less dynamic environments. The 
study applies a process and contingency perspective. In examining the relationship that 
the author believes to exist between planning and venture performance, his analysis finds 
that planning can have a positive effect on venture performance in both environments, 
however planning varies for each. 
Gruber (2007) suggests that in highly dynamic environments, value comes by 
focusing on specific activities. In low dynamic environments a munificent approach to 
planning is found to be more successful. Planning improves decision making by allowing 
the planner to seek out answers and alternative solutions to problems. It also allows the 
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planner to develop a plan for unforeseen circumstances that could occur in the 
environment. In addition, future bottlenecks can be avoided by having estimated 
timelines in place to improve the flow of the company and the demands that it will face. 
Finally, the article suggests that goal setting and pursuance of goals comes with steps to 
achieve those goals and will guide the planners' decision making. 
In Gruber's (2007) article he discusses how opponents of planning argue it 
reduces the timeliness a firms' response to environmental change through the decision 
making process. It is also suggests it creates a false sense of control and will reduce 
further attention to preparing for any possible changes in the environment. Further, 
opponents argue that formal planning could become an activity that is no longer serving a 
purpose and is consuming valuable time. Is planning more effective for already 
established vs. new firms? Established firms have learned from their mistakes and are 
better able to base decisions on past experiences, thus less planning is needed. Small 
start-up firms are encouraged to business plan as "planning helps entrepreneurs to stretch 
cognitive limitations and to manage greater amounts of information. It facilitates 
systematic analyses based on multiple variables and helps entrepreneurs to better 
understand the relationship between intention, action, and performance to set out specific 
milestones toward achieving their vision and to develop action steps by which to reach 
those milestones in a timely manner" (p.786). 
3.4 Variables Associated with Planning 
Bates (2005) set out to clarify the paradox that exists around why small 
businesses close their doors. The three factors (constraints) identified were opportunity 
costs, switching costs and noneconomic considerations. The article emphasizes that the 
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majority of businesses surveyed in the study were at the time of closure "successful" and 
the main reason for closing was largely due to new opportunities. He states "departure 
from one's business venture is not necessarily rooted in failure or even performance that 
lags behind one's expectations; departure requires only that a superior alternative has 
become available to the entrepreneur" (p.345). 
Bates (2005) contends that it is important that researchers be are aware of the 
distinction between business failure and stopping operations. The study measured how 
numerous constraints affect a business owner' s decision to close the firm. The findings 
suggest that successful owners predominately chose to pursue other, more attractive 
opportunities found to have less sunk costs than previous ventures. In addition, owners 
who made these decisions, were found to be highly educated and had previous small 
business set-up experience. Bates referred to this as "strong human-capital traits" and his 
study linked this to successful business closures. High school dropouts who pursued 
similar small business ventures were found to have a much higher unsuccessful business 
closure rate lending support to his findings . 
Brush (2008) suggests that entrepreneurs and pioneers are one and the same. 
Specifically he states, "Entrepreneurs who succeed in this new environment have 
mastered the art of pioneering" (p.21). Brush sees the creation ofthe first automobile as 
an example of how successful entrepreneurs are willing and able to overcome obstacles. 
Specifically, during that time, there was a lack of resources and an ambiguous 
environment. 
Three key factors lead to their success; they developed a clear vision, managed 
cash creatively or ' bootstrapped' and had very persuasive social skills. 'Vision' as it 
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refers to an entrepreneur is where they see their small business in the future. It should 
also be personal, based on where you are in your life and where you are in your career. 
The vision acts as a 'propeller' helping the entrepreneur get to and achieve their goal. 
Vision is defined as "what you want to create of yourself and the world around you" 
(p.23). Brush differentiates vision from 'organizational vision' defined as "a transcendent 
ideal representing shared values that are ideological in nature, and having moral 
overtones" (p.23). Brush (2008) argues that organizational vision "Is an ideal to which an 
organization should aspire" (p.23). Scholars agree a vision can be very influential to the 
early success of a business. A clear vision can be used to guide the business team, set the 
initial culture, practices and policies of the small firm (Brush 2008). It can motivate and 
inspire both staff and customers who influence the firm's growth and strategy. Brush 
(2008) uses Google to illustrate this importance; "The perfect search engine would 
understand exactly what you mean and give back exactly what you want. Given the state 
of search technology today, that's a far-reaching vision requiring research, development 
and innovation to realize. Google is committed to blazing that trail. Though 
acknowledged as the world's leading search technology company, Google's goal is to 
provide a much higher level of service to all those who seek information, whether they're 
at a desk in Boston, driving through Bonn, or strolling in Bangkok" (p.24). 
The second factor is creative use of money or bootstrapping (Brush, 2008). This 
refers to companies who use personal or internally generated capital to overcome early 
challenges. Bootstrapping is a strategy of financing a small firm using creativity when 
acquiring and consuming resources without seeking debt financing. This benefits the 
entrepreneur in the long term by teaching him a 'mind set' to conserve cash. Research 
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indicates that the more financial savvy a firm is, the more likely the firm will be able to 
obtain outside financing if needed (aka - angel financing). There are four areas to 
bootstrap; product development (use customers to finance R&D), business development 
(own money), cash conservation (do without) and always meeting cash needs (personal 
loans). Bootstrapping is seen as a means in early venture development, to survive and 
overcome the unavoidable new business challenges (Brush, 2008). 
The third factor is social skill that entrepreneurs require to persuade others to join 
the venture (Brush, 2008). This article suggests that enhanced social skills encompass 
persuasion (persuading others to invest or participate), social adaptability (thinking on 
your feet and adjusting to the situation), impression management (ability to make a good 
impression) and social perception (the ability to understand what is happening around 
you). Research indicates it is imperative that a negative impression never be made on any 
dimension that could drastically hinder firm development (Brush, 2008). The article 
concludes that due to the current dynamic economy and constant socio-demographic 
changes, it is important to 'polish' these skills. As things continue to change, the 
entrepreneur must be well equipped to evolve with any change. 
Ostgaard and Burley (1996) emphasize the importance of building a strong 
professional network as a strategy for new venture success. Not only does a large 
network offer insights in understanding what makes a venture successful, it will also 
provide options for alternative venture action. Ostgaard and Burley's (1996) article 
applies the social network theory that assumes "in the absence of a track record for the 
firm, the entrepreneur must rely on personal credibility in asking individuals, whether 
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they be customers, suppliers, employees or investors, to take a risk by providing the 
necessary resource" (p. 37). 
Ostegaard and Burley's (1996) article states it is important that entrepreneurs rely 
on customers and personal consultants to get their business up and running. The social 
network was found to be the primary source of help. Entrepreneurs of successful firms 
were found to communicate more with partners, customers, suppliers and employees than 
those of unsuccessful firms. In addition, when professional sources were used, more than 
not, it was an indicator of success. The findings indicate entrepreneurs who allocate time 
to develop professional networks were found to manage high-growth firms. Further, 
developing a strong network was also correlated with employment growth. Therefore, not 
only will networking affect firm performance, but also future firm growth. Maintaining 
the contact base over time was stated to be more important than at the initial stage. This 
study explains that businesses, which were three years or younger and maintained contact 
with their network, were more likely to make a profit. In addition, this maintenance is 
crucial in the early developmental stage of a firm when it is most vulnerable to losing the 
new contacts. 
3.5 Entrepreneurial Decision Making 
Stewart, Watson, Carland and Carland ( 1998) examine the psychological 
predispositions of small business owners and corporate managers to determine if 
similarities exist. Small business owners were shown to have higher risk taking 
propensity, were motivated by achievement and goals and were more self motivated than 
were corporate managers. The authors state that this is consistent with literature in this 
field of study. Owners must be aware of their psychological profile, as they may be more 
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or less suited for different types of ventures. Further, business partners ought to be aware 
of their partner's risk predispositions. This awareness could enhance planning and reduce 
conflict. 
Stewart et al ( 1998) found that planning could enhance venture performance. The 
authors distinguish between the entrepreneur (capitalize on resources to profit and grow) 
and small business owners (operates a business in an extension of their personality to 
generate family income). The authors argue that this distinction is valuable but only 
minimally, as the findings suggest they only differ in their risk propensity. Entrepreneurs 
were found to take more risks than small business owners but both differed drastically 
from corporate managers. The authors suggest the significance of innovativeness is why 
entrepreneurs are very creative. The psychological profile of an entrepreneur was stated 
as "consistent with their goals of growth and profit and with the use of systematic 
planning. It is intuitively appealing that relatively high achievement, motivation, risk 
taking propensity and preference for innovation are coupled with an emphasis on profit 
and growth" (p. 204). 
Blume (20 11) attempts to explain what leads entrepreneurs to begin a new 
venture. Specifically, entrepreneurs have been quoted that it was their intuition that lead 
them to begin a new venture. Scholars would argue that measuring an intuitive capability 
could yield misleading results. Specifically, Blume wanted to identify which 
characteristics and experiences increased the likelihood of intuition helping the 
entrepreneurs' decision making. 
Eight factors were found to be positively correlated with the entrepreneurs' 
intuitive decision making; the perceived acceptability of intuition, perceived success of 
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the entrepreneurs previous ventures, how strong their entrepreneurial self efficacy 
perceptions were, how strong their over-confidence bias was, how they were able to 
tolerate ambiguity, the strength of their entrepreneurial cognitive style, previous 
entrepreneurial style and how much knowledge they had in that domain (Blume, 2011). 
The study suggests that there are underlying reasons leading entrepreneurs to claim the 
'presence of intuition' appearing to be a logical explanation for risky behavior (starting a 
new venture). Conversely, hypotheses in this area are difficult to prove given the 
impossibility of showing intuition was not involved in the decision making process. This 
study is valuable in that, "feeling right about a decision may be good for your psyche, but 
being right about it is better for your reputation" (p. 149). Specific to my research, this 
article lends support to the importance of planning, as relying on intuition exclusively is 
problematic. This study suggests that although intuition may play a role in decision 
making, it has not been proven to be effective as it too subjective to quantify. 
McKelvie, Haynie and Gustavsson (2009) look at how the entrepreneur interprets 
uncertainty and how that interpretation affects their decision to act. The goal of this study 
was to better understand how uncertainty guides entrepreneurial decision making. The 
authors state, "Uncertainty constitutes a conceptual cornerstone for most theories of an 
entrepreneur" (p.2). The researchers intended to explain the contribution entrepreneurs 
make to entrepreneurship. The study found that environmental factors were the least 
impactful in decision making. Entrepreneurs "assumed-away" uncertainties. This study 
found that entrepreneurs are reluctant to act when they are faced with uncertainty. 
Therefore, the researchers deduced how entrepreneurs behave when faced with 
uncertainty, but did not find that uncertainty was influential in guiding their decisions as 
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other theorists have contended. If it is shown that increased uncertainty will decrease the 
willingness to act, this lends support to the importance of planning as it eases the decision 
making process. Further, in order to achieve success as an entrepreneur, one must be 
willing to take risks. 
Mullins and Forlani (2005) look at risk taking behaviors of managers and 
entrepreneurs with the intent to find a commonality. The relative likelihood (high or low) 
that the gains and losses would result and if the results were perceived to be high or low 
were the two key elements of entrepreneurial risk that were examined. The study found 
that the magnitude and likelihood of loss did influence decision making. This has 
important implications for entrepreneurs, who ought to align their ventures with their risk 
taking profiles. The authors state that the odds a company will fail exceed those of 
success. Specifically, 1/10 of new businesses in the USA went out of business in 2000. 
Therefore, this authors contends, identifying risks and dangers associated with new 
venture decision and situational factors that influence decision making could prevent 
business failure. Specifically, "if new venture decisions are motivated by gain and 
tempered by risk of loss, then investigating these decisions from an integrative 
perspective should offer fresh empirical insights .. . " (p.50). They found that entrepreneurs 
"would rather risk missing than sinking the boat", and they preferred to "pilot a bigger 
craft than smaller ones". Further, when the entrepreneur has his own money invested, he 
is less likely to take risks than with an investor's money. Overall entrepreneurs were 
found to be risk averse, tending to choose the least risky venture in this experiment. 
Parayre (1995) applies the Behavioral Decision Theory to examine the effects of 
sunk costs- the tendency of managers to throw good money after bad. It is unknown 
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whether it is situation specific or a generic tendency. Authors caution individuals to not 
fall prey to the 'sunk cost fallacy', that once sunk costs are gone it will not affect present 
day decision making. Competitive situations are seen to increase the likelihood to win at 
all costs. Specifically, when one's reputation is at risk, self motivated intentions become 
present and the sunken cost tendency is prevalent. The article concludes that even if 
individuals are aware ofthe sunk cost effect, human behavior is very difficult to predict. 
3.6 The Lack of Literature 
Throughout the process of completing this paper it became evident that there is a 
lack of literature discussing successful and non-successful business models that have 
been implemented by small firms and lead to high performance or long term success. As 
with business plans, business models may not have a 'one size fits all' prototype. This 
may be the most reasonable explanation as to the lack of literature in this area. Further, a 
small firm may be less inclined to share with the public a model that improved their 
performance as it may minimize their competitive edge in the marketplace. Perhaps more 
research should be done examining small firms that hold a business plan and whether 
they followed a model. If implemented a business model into the business plan were 
found to contribute to the success of a small firm it may be considered a contingent 
variable associated with business planning. Clearly, further research in this area would be 
beneficial, as it would create a greater understanding of the factors associated with small 
firm success. 
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or Year Major Questions Major Findings 
ean eta!. 2006 What business failure prediction model Business prediction models yield misleading results due to 
best predicts business failure arbitrary defmition of failure . Business planning can increase 
small firm performance and success. 
s 2005 What factors lead to small business' close All factors affect business closure. Start-up capital is required to 
their doors? Factors such as opportunity act as a buffer. More attractive opportunities were maker reason 
costs , switching costs and non-economic to close/sell business 
factors were considered. 
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: 1e 2011 Does intuition affect guide entrepreneurial Entrepreneurs believe it plays a role, however intuition very 
decision making? difficult to prove. 
setal. 1999 Looked at 2 planning practices - formal A strong relationship between planning and learning exists. This 
and incremental non formal. relationship can improve firm success. 
ckmann et al. 2010 What contextual factors affect business Significant relationship found between planning and 
planning (Uncertainty, limited experience performance. Written formal planning and the process of the 
and the absence of planning structures planning found to lead to higher performing small firms. 
were). 
p 2008 What key factors lead to entrepreneurial clear vision, bootstrapping and pervasive social skills. 
success? 
ogiovanni 1996 Contextual factors that lead to successful Small firms that engage in pre-startup planning can lead to much 
startups - industry structure and higher performance. The process of learning that occurs during 
organizational life cycle. planning will prepare entrepreneurs for the start-up. 
2010 Discontinuous learning stimulates higher Recovering from a failed business teaches powerful lessons and 
learning. this can be applied to future new business ventures making its 
chances of success higher. 
ar et al. 2003 Does business planning facilitate goal Found planning before taking actions improves the quality of that 
attainment? behavior. Yes, business planning facilitates goal attainment 
er 2007 What approach to planning is best? Is No one approach is best Rather, an adaptive took kit approach 
there a 'one-size-fits all' approach? should be used. 
1982 How useful is planning for small firms? Planning firms found to be more successful than non planning 
fmns. 
ews et al. 1995 Does a relationship between strategic and Yes. When entrepreneurs can predict an uncertain environment, 
operational planning and perceived strategic and operational planning will allow them to overcome 
environmental risk exist? uncertain environmental conditions. 
elvie et al. 2009 What role does uncertainty play in Entrepreneurs less likely to act when faced with uncertainty. 
entrepreneurial decision making. 
inset al. 2005 Do managers and entrepreneurs have Entrepreneurs more likely to take risks than managers. However, 
similar risk taking propensities? in uncertain environments an entrepreneur will miss the boat 
rather than sink it as they have more to lose than a manager. 
Managers would sink the ship rather than miss it as they have 
less to lose than a small business owner. 
Table 1 - Summary of Findings 
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4.0 DISCUSSION 
The planning and learning relationship will continue throughout the creation of 
NCA. Brinckmann et al. (2010) (please see Table 1 on Section 3 for summary of 
findings) would support the rationale of developing a formal plan for NCA by removing 
uncertainty during the development stage. Further, developing a business plan will at 
completion, fulfill the symbolic purpose as outlined in Castrogiovanni's article (1996). 
Specifically, the complete formal business plan will act as a tool to raise capital for NCA. 
Indirectly, NCA will benefit from the planning process in a variety of ways. As 
stated in Castriogiovanni ' s article (2006), it is a proactive approach to creating an 
efficient start-up process. As the firm begins its operations, various lessons will be 
learned and will continue to contribute to the development of the business plan. Delmar 
et al. (2003) suggests that when an individual has control over the outcome, they are 
motivated to achieve the best outcome possible. Lessons learned throughout the process 
will facilitate timely decision making tactics and minimize bottlenecks. An adaptive 
approach will be used to overcome obstacles and refine the formal business plan. This 
approach is valuable to the start-up ofNCA in developing alternative solutions to 
unforeseen circumstances. 
Research indicates how managerial variables are associated with the success or 
non-success of the new business. Management ofNCA will have strong human capital 
traits which are linked to the success of small firms (Bates, 2005). There is a high 
expectation of success for NCA. Bates (2005) contends that in addition to high 
expectation, a significant start-up capital must exist for the business start-up to act as a 
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buffer. NCA will have a start-up cash flow of$100000. Cash flow will be bootstrapped 
(Brush, 2008) and managed proactively. This is illustrated in Appendix D and E. 
Effective financial management, a clear vision and strong social skills will also contribute 
to the success ofNCA. A strong professional network will provide NCA with continuous 
development as suggested by Ostgaard et al. (1996). 
Northern Catski Adventures has the characteristics of a successful new entrant. 
The management team is self-motivated, goal oriented and undertake risks with caution. 
Business partners will be aware of one another's predispositions to reduce conflict and 
enhance the planning process (Stewart et al., 1998). The role of intuition is difficult to 
prove, but will guide the new venture inevitably. According to McKelvie et al. (2009), 
uncertainty is a cornerstone of most entrepreneurial theories. Northern Catski Adventures 
would "rather miss the boat than sink the ship". Risk taking propensity will be low and 
the operations will be carried out in an effective a manner as possible. Specifically, the 
sunk-cost fallacy will not be forgotten (Parayre, 1995). 
5.0 A BUSINESS IDEA 
Northern Catski Adventures (NCA) will provide an alternative to the local ski 
hills operating out of Prince George and other traditional ski resorts in Northern British 
Columbia. A ski cat will deliver clients to vast powder terrain for an all day "first track" 
experience. Professional guides will provide skiers and snowboarders of all abilities with 
expert instruction. The on-site cabin will serve as an excellent setting for a catered lunch 
and a mid day rest. Northern Catski Adventures will provide superior customer service 
and attention to detail that is unrivaled in the marketplace. 
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5.1 Mission 
Northern Catski Adventures will provide its clients with the best powder skiing 
experience in all ofNorthern B.C. 
5.2 Company Overview 
Northern Catski Adventures (NCA) will form in 2015. NCA is positioned to bring 
the highest level of service to the Northern BC ski industry. The company will purchase 
the asset of a snowcat through Rocky Mountain Snowcats located in Calgary, Alberta. 
Acquiring the asset will give NCA exclusive commercial access to the best powder skiing 
and snowboarding terrain in all ofNorthern B.C. NCA will be located approximately 
125 km east of Prince George where the approximate 3000 permit acreage is located. The 
neighboring area received approximately 41 feet (1250 em) of fresh powder snow 
throughout the 2009 ski season similar to what is expected on NCA's tenure. With 
Northern Catski's professional management, the company will transform NCS into a 
world-class operation. 
Northern Catski Adventures will provide an alternative to the traditional ski resort 
experience by supplying vast areas of untouched powder runs to its clients. For those 
clients who require assistance with their powder skiing or snowboarding technique, 
NCA's experienced and well-trained guides will provide expert instruction. The 
company's private mountain cabin will be a well-designed setting for catered lunch. With 
superior customer service and attention to detail, NCA will deliver an experience that is 
unrivaled in the marketplace. 
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5.3 Industry 
The market for adventure skiing has grown substantially over the last decade as 
more consumers actively seek experiences that involve physical challenges in outdoor 
environments. Northern Catski Adventures will capitalize on this trend by providing 
untracked snow conditions within a full-service environment that allows its clients to 
indulge in their powder skiing or snowboarding fantasies. The Global Tourism Watch 
(2009) produced by the Tourism Commission of Canada (CTC) found that people come 
to British Columbia for ski vacations. The study acknowledged, 'skiing and 
snowboarding is a quintessential Canadian experience' . In addition, 'active adventure' 
was polled by the CTC as the strongest product driver for domestic travel. Further, the 
CTC (2009) found that British Columbia is now viewed as the number one tourism 
destination amongst the other Canadian provinces. With the exodus of the 2010 Winter 
Olympics and the imminent Prince George 2015 Canada Winter Games, Northern Catski 
has the opportunity to exploit the available publicity. Northern Catski Adventure will 
piggyback the Olympics and entertain the forthcoming Canada Winter Games. As noted 
in Appendix B, British Columbia has and will continue to experience economic growth in 
the tourism sector, despite the recession. This is promising news for a small firm that 
relies on domestic travellers to generate revenues. 
The market analysis lists various sociocultural factors that have implications for 
NCA. Location is everything. Northern Catski Adventures is located in the pristine 
mountains of British Columbia. Polls from the CTC Global Tourism Watch (2009) state 
that British Columbia is the most visited province in Canada. The majority of travellers 
come from Alberta. Marketing strategies will be made to attract Albertan ski enthusiasts 
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to NCA's pristine area. If scenery is what travellers in Canada are seeking, than NCA 
will market that beauty the area has to offer. Additionally, the poll identified a market of 
approximately 1.3 to 1.5 million people travelling within Canada in 2010. Of the 
Albertans, there was a 94% likelihood of travelling to British Columbia. This would 
support future marketing efforts towards Albertan ski enthusiasts. 
Culture also plays a large role in attracting travellers. The CTC poll found 
domestic travellers seek out destinations that offer a local experience. Customers ofNCA 
will have extra travelling time to experience the am entities that Prince George has to 
offer. Specifically, music concerts at the new CNC Centre or live entertainment at the 
new Nancy O's Restaurant. Packaged deals could be offered to customers by creating 
partnerships with local vendors. 
The industry is also impacted by the environment and climate change. Although 
the studies noted in Appendix A do not apply directly to the snow conditions in British 
Columbia, they illustrate that warmer winter conditions could mean a lot less snowfall. 
Current technology has been developed to lessen the adverse effects is limited snow fall 
for ski hills. Specifically, snow makers can be used to generate extra snow to improve ski 
conditions. Although this technology is useful for small ski hills, it will not be useful in 
the alpine ski conditions. If the ski season becomes negatively affected by limited snow 
conditions, this business venture will require various revisions. In particular, the financial 
projections will be greatly reduced and the revenues ofNCA could drastically decline. 
More research in this area is needed on alpine mountain conditions in Northern British 
Columbia before an accurate prediction can be made. 
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5.4 Market 
Northern Catski Adventures' target market consists of skiers and snowboarders 
who enjoy deep untouched powder conditions and consider themselves to be of 
intermediate, advanced, or expert ability. Northern Catski will offer the ultimate powder 
experience without the lift lines. The size of the local target market estimated at 
approximately 20,000 (Canadian Ski Council, 201 0) skier visits per year. The PES TEL 
Analysis was carried out to gain a better understanding of what is happening in this sector 
(See Appendix A) . The current economic conditions have hampered the Ski industry. The 
rate of skier visits have declined since 2008 in British Columbia by 11 .5%. In addition, 
the cost to travel is less affordable due to high fuel prices. Evidently, the tourism market 
will affect Northern Catski Adventures. The 2015 Canada Winter Games located in 
Prince George will help overcome the negative effects of the struggling economy. 
Overall tourism in BC has steadily risen since 2003, despite poor economic conditions. 
This is promising news for NCA. 
The Canadian Ski Council (20 1 0) identifies the demographic information of 
skiers in Canada. This information is valuable for developing a marketing plan that will 
catch the attention of skiers. For example, ski enthusiasts are between the ages of 25 and 
49. It is likely that a website that offers online bookings and other promotional offers will 
cater to that demographic. In addition, the ski enthusiasts also have children. Offering 
discounts for children may further entice this demographic, as cat skiing is not exclusive 
to adult skiers. 
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5.5 Competition 
Northern Catski Adventures will not be the only catski company in British 
Columbia. A 5 forces analysis (See Appendix A) was completed to analyze the 
competitive market. The rivalry section lists the various catski companies that operate in 
British Columbia. This section of the 5 forces is supplemented with a breakdown of the 
rates (Appendix C) charged by each company to illustrate the variation in what the 
competition offers. NCA will have competitive pricing for one day of cat skiing that is 
less than an hour drive from City. 
Although there are eight catski companies operating in British Columbia, Cariboo 
Snowcat Skiing & Tours is the only catski company that operates out of Prince George. 
The tenure for Cariboo Snowcat Skiing & Tours is over a two hour drive south of Prince 
George. NCA is a one-hour drive out ofPrince George the cabin is located 10 km east off 
Highway 16. Clients will have full access to the cabin via a well maintained logging road. 
The company's Provincial Land Tenure permit will prevent any direct 
competitors from entering the local market. Although a variety of ski hills operate close 
to Prince George, they do not offer cat skiing. Applying for tenure can be a lengthy 
process that is costly to a new entrant. In addition, acquiring the necessary assets such as 
a snowcat, a person qualified to operate it, a certified ski guide, and a small cabin are all 
obstacles a potential competitor will encounter. This in addition to creating a formal 
business plan, raising enough cash to cover the first year of operating expenses will make 
it extremely challenging for a new entrant to compete with NCA. 
5.6 Financial Projections 
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A four-year (20 15 - 20 18) financial projection for NCA is created to gain a better 
understanding of the projected revenues in the first three years of operations (Appendix D 
and E). The numbers used are reasonable projections and are subject to change over the 
next several years as the business idea develops into a formal business plan. Although the 
numbers used in the pro-forma statements are speculative, they create a starting point for 
the small business. As discussed in various sections throughout the paper, the business 
plan, including the financial section, will be continually updated and revised accordingly. 
The first year was based on approximately 80% total capacity, approximately 90% the 
second year and at full capacity (12 seats x 52 days). The season is 52 days of each year 
and the cost for each person is $400. It is assumed that all assets are acquired prior to 
beginning operations. All company transactions will be completed in cash. Equity 
financing will be used as opposed to debt financing. 
5. 7 Pre-Start-up Checklist 
Below is a list of items that will be completed the one year before Northern Catski 
Adventures begins operations (Knowles, 2006). 
1 year before operations begin 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Research the demand for Cat skiing from both primary and secondary sources . 
Read an environmental scan that addresses the tourism and ski industry . 
Prepare a test market analysis that will have an updated competitor analysis, 
price and market share. 
Incorporate the business name . 
Revisit the mission and goals, and update the business plan . 
Establish ownership . 
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• Set up a system to record all costs (with invoices) relating to our start-up 
expenses. This will include all costs that can be deducted from NCA's income 
once operations start. 
10 Months 
• 
• 
Establish the strength of our equity base and if there is a need for venture capital. 
Identify all fixed and variable costs . 
• 
• 
• 
Identify potential suppliers and establish prices . 
Investigate potential promotional approach . 
Establish good relationship between all lawyers, accountants and other 
professionals. 
8 Months 
• 
• 
Evaluate the results of the field test an establish prices and a promotion strategy . 
Confirm all suppliers and prices . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Start confirming prices for promotional materials . 
Prepare overall capital and operating budget. 
Prepare position description for all staff. 
Complete competitive analysis . 
Investigate possible external funding sources . 
Complete business name search 
6 Months 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Clearly identify target market for the promotional strategy . 
Order any fixed assets that require long delivery time . 
Establish leases where appropriate . 
Gain approval from appropriate government bodies if required . 
Place advertisement in Yell ow Pages . 
Establish a bank account. 
Since the office will be based out of the home, verify city/town bylaws . 
Establish Website . 
5 Months 
• 
• 
• 
Order promotional materials . 
Order inventory and supplies . 
Contact telephone company for information about home office service options . 
4 Months 
• Complete details for GST with Canada Revenue Agency 
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3 Months 
• Develop add description for Ski Guide and place the add in local papers and job 
websites. 
• Locate cabin on tenure land and start any required renovations of the acquired 
assets. 
2 Months 
• Staff has been selected. 
• Begin marketing. 
1 Month 
• Everyone starts working. 
Launch 
• Hold grand opening. 
• Offer opening specials 
6.0 CONCLUSION 
This paper set out to accomplish two goals. The first part of the paper surveyed a 
vast amount of relevant research that lends support to the importance of business 
planning for small firm success. Indirect impacts of planning, the different types of 
planning, contingent variables associated with planning and the characteristics of a 
successful new entrant were also discussed. The combination of research lends support 
for any individual or group of individuals that intend to begin a small business ought to 
make a plan. Ideally, the plan is formal, written, and is regularly updated and maintained 
as the company continues to grow. Indirect learning occurs through the process of 
planning, adding value to the company in various ways. 
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The second half of this paper set out the beginnings of a business plan for a cat 
skiing operation. The company mission, overview, and several strategic analyses were 
carried out to begin a business plan. Northern Catski Adventures is a new business idea 
that is intended to begin operations in 2015. Due to immaturity of the new business idea, 
a complete business plan could not be completed at this time. Further details are required 
to make a complete business plan such as a marketing plan and financial plan. The 
process of learning that occurred in preparation of this paper, specifically the research 
that was conducted has already created value to Northern Catski Adventures. 
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APPENDIX A 
PESTEL ANALYSIS 
CANADIAN SKI INDUSTRY 
POLITICAL 
• 
• 
• 
The Canadian government has recently introduced HST; this will not affect our 
venture, as individuals will have adapted to the changes in prices by the time we 
are in operation. However, over the next year it will become evident how the new 
tax has affected consumer money on travel 
Our current political environment is very stable 
There does not appear to be any political uncertainty at this time and Canada does 
not have a history of political uncertainty. 
ECONOMIC 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The Canadian Ski Council (20 1 0) found in the past 7 years there has been a 
steady decline in skier visits at the national level. 
There was a 11.5% decline in skier visits between 2007/08 to Canadian ski hills 
The percentage of core (those skiing more than 10 times per year) is 19%, a large 
decline from 2008 representing a loss of 46,000 avid skier 
Due to the current recession there is a noticeable decrease in US skiers to Canada 
50% decline in overnight visitors to ski resorts in Canada is attributed to the 
accommodation market also being adversely affected by the economic conditions. 
Statistics Canada's Global Tourism Watch (2009) found that in 2009, Canada was 
seen as an affordable destination. 
People would rather not travel abroad as airfare is currently pricey 
Travelling within Canada is also pricey and this has a high impact on the ability 
of people wanting to travel. 
3 barriers to Tourism in Canada: 
o 73% of people polled perceive travelling within Canada as a high cost 
o 65% polled would go to other destinations 
o 63% believe gas prices were to high to travel domestically 
Between 2000 and 2003 the tourism sector in Canada experienced negative 
growth in tourism GDP, from 2003 onward tourism exceeded the overall 
economy 
SOCIOCULTURAL 
• 
• 
The Canadian Ski council (2010) found 39% of riders are now between 25 and 49 
years if age 
Canadian Ski council found that over the past year there has been a decrease in 
the sales of both alpine and cross country skis in Canada. Sales of Alpine 
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equipment has dropped approximately 25% - this is the impact of the recession 
on the industry 
• According to Canadian Tourism Commission's (CTC) Global Tourism Watch 
(2009) found that culture is an integral part of the vacation experience; aboriginal 
culture is a strength in the domestic market, although Canadians don't perceive it 
to be-they prefer their local lifestyles. This suggests that domestic travelers seek 
the uniqueness of the differing Canadian communities and ways of life -
exhibitions, festivals, sites and sites related to Canadian history. 
• Canadian Traveler Demographic: 30% under 35; 40% ages 35-54; 30% are +55; 
30% have children 2/3 married 
• Intra-regional domestic travelers are less educated, affluent and make less per 
year than international travelers - typically household incomes are less thank 
$60k/year 
• Despite the recession Canada has shown a resilient consumer market that has 
sustained; the GDP is beginning to grow again after 3 periods of decline. There 
are risks however associated with the high unemployment rates and the slow but 
steady increase of the Canadian dollar. 
• Between B.C. and Alberta there is a 1.3 -1.5 million people potential travel 
market. Of the Albertans there is a 94% likelihood that they will travel within 
Canada- this is our target market in addition to British Columbians 
• 88% of British Columbians will also travel within Canada in 2010 
• 63% of out of region travelers were polled saying they will definitely and/or are 
very likely to travel to Canada in 2010. 
• Polls show B.C. has had rising popularity and could soon be the leading tourism 
destination in Canada 
40% of people polled who would take longer vacations in 
Canada chose B.C. 
• Polls showed that B.C. is most likely to be visited- the majority coming from 
Alberta 
• Canada is viewed as favorable due to beautiful scenery and nature being in close 
proximity to the cities. People travel to Canada to embark upon the beauty, nature, 
vast open land and the great outdoors. All of which compliment our out door 
recreation business. 
• The motivations to travel to B.C. were also polled- findings state that people 
travel to B.C. for ski vacations and other winter activities. In one poll 6% of 
people stated that skiing/snowboarding is "a quintessential Canadian experience". 
Skiing/snowboarding ranked in the top 5 of experiences that inspire interest in 
Canada. 
TECHNOLOGICAL -
Snowmaking equipment had become a fundamental part of alpine skiing. The study done 
at the University of Waterloo (Scott & Jones, 2006) emphasizes the important role that 
snowmaking technology currently plays in the alpine ski industry and how vital it will 
become in the next 50 or more years. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL 
I have not come upon any indication that having an alpine ski area reserved for 
skiing/snowboarding has been met with environmental concerns as per environmental 
hazards. Several studies have been done examining the effects of climate change on the 
long-term feasibility of alpine skiing and other winter recreation sports that rely on heavy 
snowfall from year to year. 
• Scott, Jones, Lemieux, McBoyle, Mills, Svenson and Wall (2002) examined the 
vulnerability of winter recreation to climate change in the Ontario Lake lands 
region. This study suggests that alpine skiing will face an increasingly difficult 
business environment given the magnitude of climate change similar to that used 
in the study. It is important to note that the introduction and development of snow 
making technology has reduced the impact of climate considerably. 
• A study done at the University of Waterloo (Scott and Jones, 2006) examined the 
effects if climate change and how it will affect outdoor recreation and tourism. 
The analysis focused on the eastern provinces of Ontario and Quebec and was a 
reassessment of earlier studies done in similar area. The findings suggest that in 
the eastern provinces of Canada, if climate conditions continue to change and 
become increasingly warmer environmental conditions will pose challenges to 
skiing. The challenge will be associated with decreasing ski seasons and the 
snowfall levels will slowly decrease. The study suggests that the average ski 
season could be reduced anywhere between 5 and 29 days around 2020. Further, 
by 2050 the snow season could be reduced between 12 and 69 days. 
LEGAL 
There are several regulations that affect our small business, all of which are listed and 
discussed below. 
• Permit- Land Tenure 
• Insurance - Company Insurance, snow cat insurance, guide insurance, and 
customers will sign waivers prior to skiing 
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APPENDIXB 
5-FORCES MODEL 
CATSKI MARKET IN BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA 
RIVALRY 
Who are the Competitors: 
Mustang Powder Lodge 
Monashee Powder Snowcats 
Highland Powder Skiing 
Cariboo Snowcat Skiing & Tours 
Backcountry Snowcats - Whistler 
Revelstoke Catskiing 
Chatter Creek Mountain Lodges Ltd. 
Selkirk Wilderness Skiing 
Our company will have reduced prices as we are competing with one locally operated 
company that runs out of Vailmont. NCA will offer more value for the customers dollar 
than Cariboo Catski. Specifically, Cariboo Catski does not provide lunch or lodging 
unlike our company. We plan to offer affordable rates with local hotels in the Prince 
George area in addition to offering a catered lunch from a local restaurant. Cariboo catski 
does not offer lodging pricing or lunch for their customers at this time. 
Please refer to Appendix C for a more detailed breakdown of the various catski 
companies, and their pricing, that operate out of British Columbia. 
THEAT OF ENTRY 
We do not face a high threat of entry, as our company is located north of the other 
companies operating in Northern BC. In addition, our location is 45 minutes from a major 
city center. 
We do not currently face a threat of new entry as the local ski mountains in the 
surrounding area do not offer cat skiing. There is a high degree of difficulty for other 
companies to enter into our industry as the cost of applying for tenure, paying for tenure, 
land development, purchasing a cat, building a small lodge for day trips, hiring guides 
and supplying safety equipment are costly. 
SUPPLIER POWER 
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Fuel- The cost of running the diesel-powered cat will be affected by gas prices. 
Economists predict that over the next 3-5 years gas prices will rise steadily. 
The financial analysis (Appendix C) predicts gas will rise to $5/gallon by 2015. 
Cabin - The pre-constructed cabin will be purchased for $35000 from a local builder 
in Prince George. Once the cabin is purchased it will then be transferred to the 
tenure and require minimal re-constructive efforts. 
Insurance - Our Company will require insurance to operate the company, the snow cat, 
and the professional guide. Annual rates were estimated at approximately 
$25000/year. 
Permit- A land tenure permit has been applied for and purchased for $1 Ok. Within 
one year after this time the cabin must be placed onto the tenure to ensure the 
land will be utilized to generate tourism for British Columbia. 
Name Search- Because NCA is a sole proprietorship and will operate out of British 
Columbia exclusively it must be registered with the Provincial Government. This 
will cost $100 in the first year exclusively. 
BUYER POWER 
Our company is not in a buyer market. It is based on the tourism activity and the current 
economy. The available research indicates that tourism trends in British Columbia have 
remained relatively stable through the tough economic times. The CTC studies preclude 
the previous recession in the 1980's suggesting similar findings . British Columbia has 
and will continue to sustain tough economic times. The province will continue to attract 
domestic and international travelers that are attracted to outdoor adventures and serene 
natural settings. 
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APPENDIXC 
BC CATSKI COMPANY COMPETITION 
Low Season High Season Minimum 
Company Price ($CDN) Price ($CDN) #Days Lodging (Y\N) 
Backcountry 
Snowcats $550/day $850/day 1 y 
Cariboo 
Snowcat Skiing $475 $999 2-4 y 
Chatter Creek $1842 $3449 3-6 y 
Highland 
Powder Skiing $385/day $385/day 1 N 
Monashee $998 (days)- $1250 (2 days)-
Powder $1996 (4 days) $2500 ( 4 days) 2-4 y 
$1010 (2 days)- $2020 (2 days) -
Mustang Powder $1515 (4 days) $3300 (4 days) 2-4 y 
Revelstoke 
Mountain Resort $4100 $4,600 5 y 
Selkirk 
Wilderness 
Skiing $ 400/day $400/day 1 y 
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APPENDIXD 
NCA PRO-FORMA INCOME STATEMENT 
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Pro-Forma Income Statement 
Northern Catski Adventures 
For 2015 through 2018 
(all numbers in $000) 
•eNUE 
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Less sales returns and allowances 
Sal~& 
Sl: QF' SAlES·, ·•. 
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ahGost:bf·GbotfszS<:>IW I •• 
sg Profit ('tq~~lr: c 
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ling 
Salaries and wages 
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neral1~~ru.ini~tr~tiv~'; ; 
Salaries and wages 
Employee benefits 
Insurance 
Fuel 
Depreciation & amortization 
Office supplies 
Equipment maintenance & rental 
Legal Fees 
Furniture & equipment 
al d 'erieraVAdmiiiistrafive. E·xpenses · 
.al Ope(:&tit-1'9:3~&P.:ep$e~f~,\ ·.- -,_ 
t Income Before Taxes 
Taxes on income 
t Income After Taxes 
traordinary gain or loss 
... ·· 
. .. 
> ·I• ' . ''i.' ~ ,,,- · 
' ( ~; 
' .·-·· 
' . ' . ~. 
2015 . 
$166,400 
2,500 
$163', 900" .. 
$12,500 
' :I.~. • ; .• ~ 
$9,360 
5,000 
;·· ./ 
$9,360 
1,000 
25,000 
1,200 
8,397 
100 
6,000 
0 
$0 
2016 
$208,000 
2,500 
$205;500' 
.. 
.''! 
$12,500 
$9,360 
2,000 
$0 
2Q17 
$228,800 
2,500 
$226;300 
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... ··· .. · $'0-" 
•.. . : '.$226.:3d(l;,;. 
l 
\ -
$9,360 
500 
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1,000 
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960 
$162,923 
29,326 
$133,597 
$0 
Year End July 31 
2018 
$250,000 
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$0 
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Pro-Forma Balance Sheet 
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Northern Catski Adventures 
For 2015 to 2018 
(all numbers in $CON) 
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